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Although it is quite clear that bynames were descriptions, that is not all that they conveyed, at least not neutrally. If the totality of forms of byname is considered, a superficial impression is given of descriptors. Even in the case of nickname bynames—particularly those which refer to physical characteristics—the element of neutral description appears to be paramount. Nevertheless, this approach should be problematised. To some extent at least, bynames were a representation of the self by others. Self-fashioning through names was constructed, perhaps really limited to hypocrorisms of the nomen, in which the self might comply or be actively involved. If bynames implicitly reflected representation of the self by others, then that representation was likely sometimes to be rhetorical, not neutral. In this sense, bynames not only retained a lexical content for some considerable time, but were also further encoded and symbolic, acting as social and cultural markers. Such an assertion, however, looks on the surface speculative. 5

1 P. Ricoeur, Oneself as Another translated by K. Blamey (Chicago, 1992), but not here as phenomenology. The elucidation of the meaning of nickname bynames owes, of course, a great deal to Peter McClure (references are given below).
Nevertheless, the possibility of such an interpretation has already been established, if perhaps not quite in this contentious manner. It is quite well comprehended that some forms of byname imputed status and honour and that others were associated with unfree or lower social groups in the middle ages, confirmation of which has been one of the most important contributions of the English Surnames Survey. Perhaps this relationship might be refined so that the attribution of the bynames in fact further defined, labelled and represented the status of the bearer—was not merely passive, but active. The description of women—most often through phrasal forms or compounds—related them to a significant male, father or (late) husband, dependent on the context. The implication might be here that it was contentious whether and when women might be considered to remain ‘out of hand’, not under male authority. In these senses, it becomes more apparent that some bynames were not merely descriptive, but rhetorical and discursive practices, intended to represent the self in certain ways.

When nickname bynames of certain formations are considered, the discursive nature of some forms of naming becomes clearer. Some of the nicknames imputing moral characteristics were concerned not merely to describe, but to censure, to be normative and prescriptive, to condemn and to outlaw. These names as applied to some individuals were an attempt to impose some groups’ moral values, although it cannot be imputed that these values were ‘communitarian’, those of the ‘community’. It might well be that in some cases the values being imposed were those of the majority of the ‘community’, but there must also be some sensitivity to competing and contested values amongst social groups. Some nickname bynames might thus have been imposed on the self when values were transgressed, to define, discipline and correct the self. Examples of such instances might sometimes be the regulation of sexual morality within the ‘community’, when nicknames were imposed on transgressors of the values of some social groups to discipline an individual and to regulate sexual morality—as was later, it has been suggested, performed by gossip. It is possible that the same discursive practice was applied in the case of individuals who transgressed some local notions of charity and hospitality, to discipline them and to regulate social morality. The attribution of nicknames thus had a normative force and intention.

Such assertions are rather grand and so perhaps it is important actually to provide some empirical examples to substantiate the pretensions, but later in the paper some further questions will be raised about the importance of linguistic variation and sociological changes which might have affected the formation and application of such nickname bynames.

First, perhaps consideration of sexual morality is extremely relevant, not least because it has been revealed to be an implicit value which has almost been concealed by narrowly linguistic analysis of nickname bynames. Even so, it must be remembered that the correct attribution of nickname bynames is problematic; as even von Feilitzen conceded: ‘Although, as is well known, the precise meaning of a nickname can hardly ever be ascertained...’ If it is not too offensive, it might be instructive to start with the most salacious of nickname bynames revealed to date. In the late eleventh century, one of the inhabitants of Winchester was Godwin Clawecunete, a byname presumed to consist of (prototheme) OE clawian (to scratch) and (deuterotheme) OE cunte (female vulva). Simultaneously, in the same urban context, the nickname bynames Balloc

---


and Taddeballoc occurred. In 1167 in King’s Lynn, a fine was imposed on Simon Sittebid’ cunte. A century and a half later, one of the taxpayers in the ray subsidy for Surrey, assessed at 1s. in Wandsworth, was Peter Fukebagge, but this name is less likely sexual before 1503.

At this point, it might be appropriate to elicit from these few examples some of the points which will be refined further by additional evidence below. First, some of these nicknames are concerned with the regulation of sexual morality and are discursively constructed. Second, their appearance as compounded nickname bynames has occurred in Middle English at an early time, before any potential influence of Anglo-Norman; it will be contended below that these sexually explicit compounded nickname bynames were productively Middle English and not influenced by Anglo-Norman. Following from that, as in the example of Clawecunte which extends back to 1066, these phrasal or verbal compounded nickname bynames did not derive from Anglo-Norman influence. It will be suggested rather that Anglo-Norman compounds, even verbal or phrasal forms, were largely, although not exclusively, devoid of sexual innuendo or connotation. Linguistic variation might thus be important as Anglo-Norman might be conceived as part of a language of more self-restraint than early Middle English.

Thirdly, these forms above appeared in an urban context at an early time, in Winchester in the twelfth and thirteenth century, but it will be suggested that they disappeared from the urban context, resulting in a residual rural and particularly Northern context. If to some extent correct, such a transformation might have resulted from either the development of self-restraint in a more civil urban context or from the control of bodily representation, particularly the lower body.

There is, of course, no a priori reason why Anglo-Norman nicknames should not include the more robust sexual innuendo, for such vocabulary was certainly insistent in the French fabliaux at a later time, whatever their precise context. The fabliaux consistently deal in marked language or with double entendre with the same emphasis on the lower body. The northern French fabliaux thus display an analogous interest in ‘low’ culture, in heteroglossia, in marked language, and in low humour, as replicated in some Middle English nickname bynames. Both genres contain then the subversive laughter of the middle ages identified by Bakhtin. The reception of French lexis and, in the case of these compounded nickname bynames, some syntax, is problematic, because of issues of second language acquisition and the motives for individual clerk’s code-switching, but these are issues which cannot be discussed here. Moreover, recovering the language of speech communities from written records is acknowledged to be an inherently
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14 For the low humour, Bloch, The Scandal of the Fabliaux, pp. 101–28 (ch. 3 ‘The Fabliaux, Fetishism and the Joke’).
is another potential nickname of sexual innuendo in the Lincolnshire assize roll in 1202, for a clerk, Robert Grantamur, was appealed for rape by Letice de Gretford. The nickname here seems to impute the sexual avarice of a clerk in holy orders, and it may, in the circumstances of the difficulty of rape cases, be of little consequence that Letice defaulted so that the plea was a non-suit. Beyond such possible examples, however, French constructions with low, sexual content seem to be inconsiderable. In the urban context, a comparable French nickname byname, from the freemen’s admissions in Leicester, is Daubedame, with a rather subdued sexually-informed designation, literally ‘deceive woman’, almost certainly euphemistic.

It should be noted that the issue being addressed here is not whether verbal or phrasal compounded nicknames, referring to compounds of verb and noun, had a French or Middle English origin, but whether such compounds with sexual lexical content are likely to have been influenced by Anglo-Norman. Even so, the existence of Clawecunte in Winchester in c.1066 is perhaps an argument for an independent Middle English development. Indeed, phrasal nickname bynames without sexual implications were abundant amongst the East Anglian peasantry in the late eleventh century, another argument for an autonomous Middle English production.


18 For the incorporation of French loan-words, J. Coleman, ‘The chronology of French and Latin loan words in English’, Transactions of the Philological Society, 93 (1995), 95–124; for theoretical statements, F. Katamba, English Words (London, 1994), pp. 193–94, where it is suggested that nouns are the most common loanwords, but that verbs are also included in the ‘open lexical classes’.


20 For its proliferation amongst the peasantry of Devon, A. M. Erskine, The Devonshire Lay Subsidy of 1332, Devon and Cornwall Recod Society, n.s. 14 (1969), pp. 7, 8, 31, 33, 54, 93, 96 and 123.


28 Feudal Documents from the Abbey of Bury St Edmunds, edited by D. C.
By comparison, a rich vocabulary of Middle English compounds of a sexually implicit or explicit nature is already acknowledged: *Brountayl; Clevecunt; Coltepyntel; Crusskunt; Fillecunte* (code-mixing, but the salacious lexical item in Middle English); *Ptyatyl; Shaketaile; Scratatyl; Shakelaeudy; Strekelevedy; Strektail; Tupballok; Tychecunt; and Wytepintel*. All these examples are derived from lay subsidies for the northern counties in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries.29 In the Warter cartulary, there is a reference to Sarah Wagstaf, a thirteenth-century widow; what we should elicit here is that her byname was probably inherited for its etymological base was the male member, as must also be relevant in the contemporary reference to Alice *filia Helene Waggestaf*.30 *Shakespeare*, of course, proliferated, so that it was the identification of a taxpayer in Staffordshire in 1327 who contributed 1s. 0½d., but in that same tax record are enumerated a *Cadebolle* (2s. 1½d.) and a *Prikeproud* (3s. 5d.).31 It is possible, nevertheless, that *Waggestaf* and *Shakespeare* had different imputations, for which see below. At Hardwick (Warws.) in 1279–80, William *Grungeyl* was enumerated as a tenant of half a virgate.32 At Berwick in Wiltshire, Alice *Plukkerose*, taxed at 1s. 8d. in 1332, possibly comported an inherited byname which had been applied to some male predecessor who wanted his way with women.33 The same imputation exists in the byname of William *Schakerose*, taxed at 1s. 4d. in Wing (Bucks.).34 In the taxation of Suffolk in 1327, Robert *Shakeleune* was assessed at 1s. 6d. at Somersham, here the code-mixing comprising a French lexical item with sexual imputations, but the problem here is that the nickname might just as easily imply someone of hasty and violent temper, which might also resonate with the several other taxpayers in the county identified by the byname Draweswerd.35 In the taxation of south Lincolnshire in 1332 occurred *Ledelady, Tatenwagge* and *Swetebonis*, but the latter is contentious sexual, as well as the code-mixed *Cacelady*.36 In the Lancashire lay subsidy about that time were enumerated William *Shakeshaft* at Aughton, *Roger le Lewed* at Great Harwood, and in the earlier (1296) taxation in Northumberland John *Scharpynyl* at Wylam, William *Silvipinyl* at Wooperton and Henry *Barnefadir* (perhaps reflecting illegitimacy) at Corbridge.37 *Pyketyall* was represented by Alice and John, both assessed in the Worcestershire lay subsidy of c.1280, at respectively 1s. and 5d., and it
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Douglas (London, 1932), pp. 25 (Hopheusene), 26 (Crepundrer), 32 (Scadalehare); for example (dated 1065 × 1098).


30 Bodleian Library, Fairfax MS 9, fos 12r and 14v.


34 *Early Taxation Returns*, edited by A. C. Chibnall, Buckinghamshire Record Society (1968), p. 64.


36 P.R.O. E179/135/14 (Holland/Kesteven), mm. 3, 6, 11, 18.

37 J. P. Rylands, ‘The Exchequer lay subsidy roll…’, in *Miscellanea Relating to Lancashire and Cheshire* vol. 2, Lancashire and Cheshire Record Society, 31 (1896), pp. 7 and 81; *The Northumberland Lay Subsidy Roll of 1296*, edited by C. M. Fraser, Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle upon Tyne, Record Series 1 (1968), pp. 48, 106 and 177; *Middle English Dictionary*, VII (O–P), 955 (pintel: penis or male genitalia).
recurred in the same county in 1327.\textsuperscript{38} In that county too, Philip Waggestaf repeatedly ensoined in actions in the manorial court of Hales in 1271 and 1282.\textsuperscript{39} This byname occurred also in the lay subsidy in Shropshire in 1327.\textsuperscript{40} In the court rolls of the composite manor of Wakefield in 1297, Adam Luselady appeared, presumably a man with a roving eye, although he was married.\textsuperscript{41} The byname Ledelevy appeared in the lay subsidy of the West Riding in 1297.\textsuperscript{42}

In the far south of the country, lay subsidies included Shakeser in Surrey, taxed at 1 s. 8d., Strokehouse (1s.), Prykeloue (3s.), John Pullerose (1s.) in Sussex in 1296, Sautebedde (code-mixed, 1s. 4d.) and Prikeloue (6\textperthousand d.) in Sussex in 1327, and Robert Pluckerose, taxed at 4s. 2d. in Sussex in 1296, but of unforeseen status (\textit{villanus comitis Warenii}).\textsuperscript{43}

In the West Riding Poll Tax of 1379, there are recurrent instances of what, by this time, are likely to have become hereditary surnames with sexual content: Schakseser, Brekeballe, Smalehome, PYntylwagge (bis., at Ilkley); Seruelady (but potentially occupational in another form of service); Shakeshaft; Shakelady; and Ledelady.\textsuperscript{44} Illicit sexuality might also be disclosed by the incidence of Barnefadir at Morley, Ardsley and Headingley.\textsuperscript{45} Similar bynames occurred in the contemporary Lancashire Poll Tax: John Shakeshaft at Aughton, Richard Ledelady at Windle, and Richard Shakelady at Lathom, for example.\textsuperscript{46} In contrast, however, such surnames occurred less frequently in the Poll Taxes for other counties: perhaps only Richard Wagstaff in the High Peak of Derbyshire and William Shakespeare at Cropston in Leicestershire with some possibility; but this statement is provisional, articulated on an examination of the extant Poll Tax returns for Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Carlisle, Derby, Derbyshire, Dartmouth, Dorset, Colchester, Essex, Hampshire and the Isle of Wight, Herefordshire, Kent, Lancashire, Leicestershire and the West Riding.\textsuperscript{47} Less certainly Cecily Swetbedde was captured by the Poll Tax at Talleshunt D’Arcy in Essex; perhaps in her widowhood, her defined status, she was uninhibited.\textsuperscript{48}

Perhaps some fairly provisional suggestions can be elicited from this evidence. First, by the late thirteenth century, it appears that the geographical incidence of these sexually-informed bynames was rural.\textsuperscript{49} In 1252 and 1268, two burgesses admitted to the freedom of Shrewbury both bore the byname Buckeballoc, whilst a townsman of Portsmouth in c.1248 was known as Strokehouse.\textsuperscript{50} In the circle of the burgesses—or


43 Survey Taxation Returns, p. 84: The Three Earliest Subsidies for the County of Sussex in the Years 1296, 1327, 1332, edited by W. Hudson, Sussex Record Society, 10 (1910), pp. 42, 50, 79, 95, 126 and 159.

at least in their official records—such names, however, were significantly not more evident. By the late fourteenth century, the incidence was predominantly northern and rural, reflected in distribution in the Poll Taxes, but also illustrated by Richard Shakelaudy who contributed 4d. in the subscription for the stipend of the priest of Ormskirk in 1366. Next, the language is almost exclusively Middle English, which might tend to confirm perhaps that Middle English was a lower, vernacular register, whilst French, although still a vernacular, was a higher register, which engendered more polite as well as prestige forms of language use, a more ‘civil’ parole than a ‘coarser’ Middle English. Perhaps the influence of French in the urban context of the twelfth century introduced a culture of self-restraint which eliminated nickname bynames such as Clavécunte. One final point might be that, by and large, the attribution of sexually-marked or -charged nickname bynames was

51 Miscellanea Volume 2, Lancashire and Cheshire Record Society, 31 (1896), p. 110.

listed Penfaders at Willingale, Pleshey and Beauchamp Roding, as well as John Turnepeny.\(^5\) Three contributors to the Poll Tax for Hampshire were known as Penyfader, at Wroxall and Arreton.\(^6\) In the lay subsidy for Lancashire at the earlier part of the century, in 1332, William Gederpeny was taxed at Hutton.\(^7\) In the Lincolnshire lay subsidy of 1332 two taxpayers had the byname Hardepeny or Hardipeyn whilst another was known as Peniman.\(^8\) John Wynpeny, assessed in 1377, 1381 and the re-assessment of 1381, in Canterbury in Kent, was a draper.\(^9\) In these nickname bynames resides the imputation of an excessive acquisitiveness which transgressed locally expected conventions of charity.\(^10\)

Concern for deviance from the norms imposed by some social group is also apparent in some other nickname bynames, illustrated quite graphically by Richard Antecrieste, taxed at Wreay in Cumberland in the early fourteenth century.\(^11\) Nor was he isolated for he had a predecessor who was involved in litigation before the royal courts relating to a Bedfordshire plea in 1205, William Hatecriust.\(^12\) There seems no reason to invoke irony and interpret these nickname bynames as inversions, that is to impute excessive religiosity. That would be too cute. What is intended here is surely the marking out of extreme scepticism.\(^13\) Although subversive irony did indeed have a role in nickname bynames, it should not be sought to distraction, and some of these bynames should be accepted at their face value.

Living in charity and neighbourliness might thus have been a convention or topos which was infringed, infractions represented particularly by the French nickname byname mauvesin.\(^14\) Discord was perhaps also frequently perpetrated by some whose nickname bynames suggested hotheadedness and an easy resort to violence. Such intemperance is possibly reflected in the French phrasal nickname byname Bruselance (Briselaunce), which is certainly evident by c.1201, in a case of breach of faith, for which a witness was Geoffrey Bruselance of Buckinghamshire.\(^15\) The Middle English synonym was undoubtedly Brekespre as encountered in the lay subsidy for Essex in 1327 and Buckinghamshire (Mentmore).\(^16\) Intemperate disruption of local harmony is also implicit perhaps in the fairly ubiquitous Middle English Drauspere and Droweswerd, or Waggespere, a byname in 1278.\(^17\) Of course, anger is

---

\(^5\) Fenwick, *The Poll Taxes*, pp. 218, 232, 234 and 244; *Middle English Dictionary*, XI (7), 1163 (turne: to spin, and thus a gambler?).


\(^7\) J. P. Rylands, ‘The Exchequer lay subsidy roll’, p. 45; *Middle English Dictionary*, IV (G–H), 5 (gaderen: to seek wealth, be covetous; but an alternative is as a cognate of cacheiol, tax-collector).

\(^8\) P.O.R. E179/135/14, mm. 1, 19 and 22.


\(^12\) *Pleas Before the King or His Justices*, 1198–1212, edited by D. M. Stenton, III, Selden Society 83 (London, 1966), p. 222 (no. 1491); *Middle English Dictionary*, IV (G–H), 518 (haten).

\(^13\) The limits of what could be imagined have been expanded by S. Reynolds, ‘Social mentalities and the case of medieval scepticism’, *Transactions of the Royal Historical Society*, 6th series, 1 (1991), 21–42.


\(^16\) *Medieval Essex Community*, p. 9; Chibnall, *Earliest Taxation Returns*, p. 61.

\(^17\) *Early Huntingdonshire Lay Subsidy Rolls*, edited by J. A. Rafis and P. Hogan (Toronto, 1976), pp. 185–86, 251 and 255–56 (Drauspere); *Medieval Essex Community, 1327*, p. 15 (Droweswerd); *Suffolk in 1327*, pp. 27, 45, 205 and 207 (Droweswerd). For an earlier French cognate in an urban context, Winchester in the early twelfth century, von Feilitzen, ‘The personal names and bynames’, p. 210 (Cuillebrant). For the Drauspere kinship at Hallaton (Leics.):
an emotion at least in part socially constructed and contingent, expected in some circumstances depending on status, deployed in others again related to status. What is represented and criticised through these bynames is presumably a too-lusty resort to inappropriate violence or display of violence which disrupts local harmony.

Although quantitatively few, nickname bynames of this tenor confirm in an explicit manner that bynames were not always merely neutral descriptions of people only with the intention of identification. Nor was irony the sole characteristic of these specific nickname bynames, not even just subversive irony. The attribution of this small number of nickname bynames involved a regulatory discourse, a purpose of imposing norms accepted by some social groups, whether relating to sexual honesty or neighbourliness, which had been transgressed. We are then left with the question of how the recipients of these names complied in their use, for these names occurred in semi-formal, and certainly official, records, the names given, for example, to the local collectors of central taxation. Nevertheless, nicknames from other records and different contexts, might relate a different cultural environment for the genesis of nicknames.

Fenwick, *The Poll Taxes*, p. 532; P. R. O. DL30/80/1102, mm. 5–6 (Hallaton manorial court rolls, 1378–82: presentations for baking and brewing); *Middle English Dictionary*, X (SM–SZ), 434.


A pertinent point here is records of ‘criminal’ proceedings, such as Crown Pleas, pointed out to me some years ago by Paul Brand, and Paul Griffiths has recently indicated to me the potentially different context for nicknames as informal names in a later environment.


---

Simeon of Durham’s Annal for 756
and Govan, Scotland

Andrew Breeze

University of Navarre, Pamplona

The annal for 756 preserved in the *Historia Regum* attributed to Simeon of Durham (flourished 1104–08) has been translated as follows:

King Eadberht, in the eighteenth year of his reign, and Angus, king of the Picts, led an army against the city of Dunbarton. Hence the Britons accepted terms there, on the first day of the month of August. But on the tenth day of the same month there perished almost the whole army which he led from *Ovania* to Newburgh, that is New City.

This record has been variously regarded. Jackson described Eadberht (737–58) as overwhelming the men of Strathclyde, so that English power in southern Scotland reached its high-water mark, when it seemed the English would absorb all Scotland south of Forth and Clyde. However, the day was saved by the ‘crushing defeat inflicted on Eadberht by the Britons as he was retiring from Dunbarton’, and the power-struggles in Northumbria that followed Eadberht’s death in 758. Wainwright comments on Northumbria’s power in defeating the Britons at Dunbarton, but not on the subsequent fate of Eadberht’s army. Kirby describes Eadberht as joining forces with the formidable Angus son of Fergus to attack Dunbarton, ‘but immediately after—how we are not told—Eadberht’s army was unexpectedly destroyed’. Stenton notes merely that Eadberht’s wars temporarily arrested the decline of Northumbria, citing his conquest in about 752 of Kyle and other regions.